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House lads across the river who were out in the meadows late look-
ing after the sheep and cattle, heard loud and repeated screams from
the river. It was getting dark, and they could see nothing. The poor
girl's father was in prison and some of her fellow servants had teen
twitting her with this and saying, 'When youi father comes out of
prison there will be a place for you'. She jumped up, ran straight
down to the river and plunged in. Her grandmother hung herself
at the Burnt House, behind the door.
Tuesday, 14 March
The afternoon had been stormy but it cleared towards sunset.
Gradually the heavy rain clouds rolled across the valley to the foot
of the opposite mountains and began climbing up their sides
wreathing in rolling masses of vapoui. One solitary cloud still hung
over the brilliant sunlit towrn, and that whole cloud was a rainbow.
Gradually it lost its bright prismatic hues and moved away up die
Cusop Dingle in the shape of a pillar and of the colour of golden
dark smoke. The Black Mountains were invisible, being wrapped
in clouds, and I saw one very white brilliant dazzling cloud where
the mountains ought to have been. This cloud grew more white
and dazzling every moment, till a clearer burst of sunlight scattered
the mists and revealed the truth. This brilliant white cloud that I
had been looking and wondering at was the mountain in snow. The
last cloud and mist rolled away over the mountain tops and the
mountains stood up in the clear blue heaven, a long rampart line of
dazzling glittering snow so as no fuller on earth can white them. I
stood rooted to the ground, struck with amazement and over-
whelmed at the extraordinary splendour of this marvellous spectacle.
I never saw anything to equal it I think, even among the high Alps.
One's first involuntary thought in the presence of these magnificent
sights is to lift up the heart to God and humbly thank Him for
having made the earth so beautiful. An intense glare of primrose
light streamed from the west deepening into rose and crimson.
There was not a flake of snow anywhere but on the mountains and
they stood up, the great white range rising high into the blue sky,
while all the rest of the world at their feet ky ruddy rosy brown.
The sudden contrast was tremendous, electrifying. I could have
cried with the excitement of the overwhelming spectacle. I wanted
someone to admire the sight with me. A man came whistling along

